FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Anita Chan Named General Manager – Cosmo Hotels
Overseeing Cosmo Hotel Mongkok

(Hong Kong, December 8, 2011) ‐‐‐‐‐‐ Cosmo Hotel Mongkok Hotel today announced the
appointment of Anita Chan as General Manager – Cosmo Hotels. The appointment is effective
today and Anita in her new position will head the management team of Cosmo Hotel Mongkok and
oversee the management and operation of this 285‐room property.
Currently, Anita is also the General Manger of Cosmopolitan Hotel Hong Kong and Cosmo Hotel Hong
Kong, these two hotel properties and Cosmo Hotel Mongkok are all under Kosmopolito Hotels
International’s portfolio.

In her expanded role, Anita will work closely with the General Manager of

Cosmo Hotel Mongkok in directing marketing initiatives, enhancing service and product quality and
ultimately uplifting revenue for the hotel.
“I see a fun and individual personality in Cosmo Hotel Mongkok.

In close proximity to Mongkok

area, Cosmo Hotel Mongkok spells a very interesting aspect of Hong Kong – a blend of stylish
metropolitan city and unique cultural heritage! It’s vernacular and modern at the same time, and a
true miniature of Hong Kong.

Very touristy though, we’ve the 108‐storey International Commerce

Centre on top of Elements shopping complex and the West Kowloon mega cultural and infrastructure
development project within 10‐min drive from us.

These landmarks definitely make Cosmo Hotel

Mongkok a very wise choice for individual business travelers,” said Anita.
Graduated from the University of Hawaii at Manoa with a Bachelor Degree of Business Administration,
Anita is presently General Manager of Cosmopolitan Hotel Hong Kong and Cosmo Hotel Hong Kong.
Before joining the two hotels, she was with The Peninsula Hotels as the Director of Sales and
Marketing of The Kowloon Hotel, leading the whole team of sales, reservations and public relations.
Prior to that, she was at Ramada Renaissance Hong Kong (currently Langham Hotel Hong Kong),
where she held key position in sales and marketing.

A seasoned hotelier, Anita’s sound expertise

has helped named Cosmopolitan Hotel Hong Kong E‐marketer of the Year by the internationally
renowned Adrian Award and a comfortable hotel by the travelers’ bible Michelin Guide for 3 years in
a row.

Cosmo Hotel Mongkok is a 285 room‐and‐suite 4‐star boutique hotel open in mid of 2010.

Situated

in the vibrant Mongkok area, the hotel is a 4‐min walk from the nearest subway station and a 15‐min
walk to Mongkok city centre, where the exciting nightlife, the appreciated Asian culture and the novel
substances of the city abound.

In a 5‐min drive (8‐min by free hotel shuttle bus) are Elements

shopping mall, ICC building and Hong Kong Airport Express Kowloon Station for point‐to‐point train
connection to the Hong Kong International Airport.
Internet access, LCD TV and rain shower head.

All its rooms are equipped with broadband

Cosmo Hotel Mongkok is managed by Boutique

Series by Kosmopolito and a member of Utell Hotels and Resorts.
‐END‐
For more details, please visit www.cosmomongkok.com.hk or contact Miss Wendy Ho,
Communications
Manager
at
tel:
(852)
3987
2222
or
through
email:
wendyho@cosmomongkok.com.hk

